New exclusive “Dial-A-Stump” lets you dial the cutting speed you need! Easiest method yet for controlling speed of the cut on the cross swing to match toughness of the stump. Remove stumps in a fraction of the time with this great breakthrough in operating efficiency.

Just set this dial to cut stumps economically

the new Brooks StumpKing with exclusive Dial-A-Stump

you also get these many other exclusive benefits

EXCLUSIVE TWIN CUTTER HEAD
has twice the usual number of teeth and powerful, high-torque cutting action to quickly reduce the toughest stump to a mulch.

EXCLUSIVE MANEUVERABILITY
Extendable cutter head has 30" forward travel, plus side-to-side movement — reaches out to get at stumps even in congested hard-to-reach places.

EXCLUSIVE “LIVE” HYDRAULICS
system functions at all times engine is running, even when cutter head is declutched, permitting movement of machine components.

EXCLUSIVE OVERCENTER CLUTCH
— dry type Rockford—permits operator to declutch cutter head, completely stopping its rotation, while engine continues to run.

EXCLUSIVE “BEAVER TAIL” BOOM—low profile allows lots of extra clearance for getting under low overhead obstacles.

With the new STUMPKING you’ll cut stumps 60” wide to 24” deep in a matter of minutes . . . and you’ll lose no time setting up. STUMPKING’s fixed travelling wheels need no adjustment before starting to cut. Get the facts on these and many other exclusive new features that make STUMPKING the world’s most efficient stump cutter — and the easiest and safest to operate. Write for bulletin 464-B today.
Insects Attacking Your Trees & Shrubs?

ORTHO MSR-2 Emulsive kills the insects other sprays miss.

Aphids, mites, leafhoppers are all controlled by this systemic ORTHO product. Makes short work of leaf miners. White flies too. Because of its short residual life on the surface of the plant, there's no need to block off traffic flow. Spray morning or evening when people aren't around. MSR-2 Emulsive is quickly absorbed by your ornamental shrubs and trees. Translocated within the sap stream of the plant it kills the above insects that attempt to feed on the foliage. Great protection for your investment. a full coverage spray schedule with ORTHO MSR-2.
Pick the Hudson model that fits your job.
Get spray power you can count on.

Peerless* over-the-road sprayer is fast, mobile spray power for PCO's and others needing it. Accessories for day-night travel. New Ten-O-Matic* 10 gpm pump cuts time-wasting stops for service, repairs. No gears, sliding pistons, connecting rods, packing or cups. Almost nothing to wear, break, chip. Pressures to 400 psi. 150 or 200-gallon tanks with stainless steel liners—no rust, scale, corrosion. Other models 100 to 300 gal. tanks.

Peerless compact power sprayer handles any sprayable materials with pressures up to 400 pounds and at five gallons per minute output. Compact size and three wheel design provide exceptional maneuverability; easy to move by hand into places other high output sprayers cannot go. Two-wheel and skid models in 50, 100, 150, and 200-gallon tanks with either stainless steel or Endurall® bonded liners. Also Matador®, 15 to 100 gals.

Porta® spray-pump combines high output performance with unrestricted range in a moderately priced unit. Carry it on your pick-up truck; take it in a boat. Pump from barrels, tanks, or any other type of container. Positive piston pump handles all sprayable materials. Porta spray-pumps are available in models with outputs of 3, 5 and 10 gallons per minute. Pressures to 400 pounds.

Porta® mist blower fits comfortably on your back. Padded back rest, straps. Weighs 29½ lbs empty. Lightweight plastic materials. Goes wherever you can walk or crawl. Lets you spray areas inaccessible to any other type power sprayer. Applies liquid, dust or granules. Easily converted to flame thrower. Finger-tip controls. Wide cone and angle nozzles included. Smaller, lighter model also available.

Write for these complete catalogs on Hudson power sprayers and dusters: No. 460 and No. 4601.
Get a Kemp to Shred, Grind, Pulverize

There’s a KEMP Shredder for your most demanding shredding assignment.

For top soil producers, there’s the King Kemp, above, that shreds up to 101 cu. yds. of wet or dry soil an hour—gives fine, aerated, rubble-free, stone-free soil.

KEMP Shredders are used to shred mulch for roadside maintenance.

Park and golf course superintendents look to KEMP for shredding sod, phosphate rock, peat, brush, palm fronds and other matter for waste disposal and use as fertilizers.

There’s a Kemp for Every Use

Kemp shredding capacities range from 4 cu. yds. up to 101 cu. yds. an hour. Kemp model 8-OX above, shreds 12 cu. yds. an hour.

SOD PRODUCERS • TOP SOIL SUPPLIERS
GREENS SUPERINTENDENTS • NURSERYMEN
HIGHWAY ENGINEERS • SANITARY ENGINEERS
AGRONOMISTS • LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
GROUNDSKEEPERS

Let us help you with your shredding problems. Write for complete information, prices today.

Rugged Dependability Keeps Kemp First in Soil and Compost Shredders.

Since 1890

KEMP MFG. CO.
302 Kemp Bldg., Erie, Pa. 16512

CUT OUT AND MAIL TODAY

Kemp Mfg. Co., 302 Kemp Bldg., Erie, Pa. 16512

Send me folders showing and describing shredder models and outlining many uses for soil and compost shredders.
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Lost Identity

One day last month we sat in the office of a sales manager for a large chemical company who was anxious to become better acquainted with the "contract applicator" group he'd heard so much about lately. He wanted to learn what its members buy, how they buy, where they buy, what their problems are, and how his firm could offer useful customer service that would help the CA build business and, ultimately of course, buy more chemicals. The supplier asked us for the information we had on this unorganized and little-recognized segment of the vegetation maintenance and control market in which the combined purchasing value of its members accounts for vast quantities of insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, and equipment. "If only CAs were 'contactable,'" the supplier sighed. "If only there were an organization we could speak to and work with!"

This true experience points up another important argument in favor of forming a national association of spraymen. If manufacturers and suppliers could more easily be in conversation collectively with contractors in this industry, these suppliers would develop formulations, application equipment, and other tools that would better fit the needs of commercial spraymen who are in the vegetation business to do the best job possible and still make a reasonable profit.

In other industries, research funds and projects have been established by individual suppliers, and administered through their customers' trade associations. Everyone has benefited. When new pesticides are to be offered, often an organized trade group is given a prior chance to field test them for effectiveness and safety before they are put on the market for anyone to use.

An organized trade association of contract spraymen would become recognized and could provide a showplace for new equipment through a national convention supported by exhibiting suppliers. It's easier to obtain eminent speakers for a national meeting than to ask them to appear at a number of regional or state meetings.

If some selfless industrymen in this field don't contribute and volunteer their time towards truly organizing a national association of spraymen, the identity of CAs as an important and influential service group may be lost. Another allied trade organization may form an affiliated subdivision of its own association to absorb CAs looking anywhere for someone willing to represent them. When this happens, CAs may well come off second best and lose their identity.

If You Work with Trees . . .

Plan Now to Attend the

42nd International Shade Tree Conference Convention & Trade Show

AUG. 28 - SEPT. 2
CLEVELAND-SHERATON HOTEL
CLEVELAND, OHIO

Delegates will be treated to an information-packed program including field trips, valuable talks on tree planting and maintenance, educational displays, and over 50 exhibits of new equipment.

For details write:
Dr. L. C. Chadwick, Executive Director
International Shade Tree Conference
1827 Neil Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Controls Erosion and Greatly Enhances Hillside Beauty
ZERO MAINTENANCE!
NO MOWING!
NO WEEDING!

Our seed meets state highway department specifications. Packed in 10-pound sealed, poly bags.

STANFORD SEED CO.
P. O. Box 230 Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462
215-825-1240
or P. O. Box 366 Buffalo, N. Y. 14240
716-825-3300

Controls Erosion and Greatly Enhances Hillside Beauty

CROWNVETCH
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Null
Create weed-free roadside beauty at reduced costs with Amchem’s Amino Triazole Weed Killers

Whatever weed eradication problems you may have—on the turnpikes or farm-to-market roads—Amchem has a proved non-selective herbicide to help lower labor crew costs and boost your right-of-way maintenance efficiency. Compare the benefits of these Amchem amino triazole formulations:

**AMIZOL** provides outstanding, economical kill of weeds and annual grasses. Applied to growing vegetation, it moves throughout the weeds’ system to kill roots. Controls most annual broadleaf weeds and grasses. Very effective on poison ivy, poison oak and many other woody plants. A dry, soluble concentrate formulation.

**AMITROL-T** gives complete kill-out of deep-rooted perennial weeds like Canada thistle, poison ivy, quackgrass, wild blackberry and other weeds and brush. This systemic weed killer moves through sprayed foliage to vital growth centers and completely kills roots—everything! Leaves no residue in soil. A water soluble liquid concentrate.

**WEEDAZOL** is a soluble powder that gives the same outstanding herbicidal action as Amitrol-T. Dissolves into true solution after one mixing . . . no agitation required in tank.

WRITE NOW FOR COMPLETE FACTS ON AMCHEM’S AMIZOL, AMITROL-T & WEEDAZOL.
For “hopeless” lawns... renovate and establish new turf the easy way with Vapam

Simply treat the premoistened soil and sod without cultivating, using one quart of Vapam mixed in water for each 100 square feet. Then immediately spray on enough additional water to wet the soil to the depth of four to six inches. This eliminates old turf, soil-borne pests and diseases. After two to three weeks, reseed into the old sod and apply a light top dressing of peat moss. It’s as easy as that!

Vapam controls many weeds, germinating weed seeds, soil fungi, and nematodes. No special application equipment is necessary. For small areas, use an ordinary watering can; for larger areas, use a hose proportioner.

Vapam is also recommended for soil treatment before seeding new lawns. Just prepare and level the new seed bed, keep the soil moist for a few days for weed seeds to germinate, then spray on the Vapam-water mixture and water it in. After two to three weeks, seed the new lawn on soil that’s clean and ready for planting.

For full information, return the coupon.

Name______________________________
Firm______________________________
Street______________________________
City________________ State__________ Zip__________

STAUUFFER CHEMICAL COMPANY, Dept. F.L.
Agricultural Chemical Division
380 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017

Please send me
☐ “Turf renovation with Vapam”
☐ “Betasan control for Crabgrass and Poa annua in Greens and Turf.”
Chemical tools from Stauffer to make your job easier—to help satisfy customer needs—to build better business.

For custom applicators

For poa annua and crabgrass control in lawns and turf... treat with Betasan

Especially formulated and recommended for use on parks, cemeteries, institutional and home lawns, and golf courses—Betasan controls poa annua (annual bluegrass) when the seeds germinate. The best time to use it is now—from mid-July to mid-September—before the new crop of poa annua emerges.

Application at this time prevents fall infestations and allows the desirable perennial grasses (bent, fescue and bluegrass) to fill in during their period of peak growth—during cooler weather.

Betasan also gives you excellent control of goosegrass and crabgrass. It even controls some annual broadleaf weeds. Time Betasan applications according to the weed to be controlled. For instance, crabgrass and goosegrass are best controlled by applications between fall and spring.

Return the coupon to Stauffer Chemical Company, Agricultural Chemical Division, 380 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017, for your free copy of our brochure giving full details.

READ THE LABEL. HEED THE LABEL AND GROW WITH STAUFFER CHEMICALS

When Writing to Advertisers Please Mention WEEDS TREES AND TURF
Penick offers a comprehensive variety of formulations for the control of mosquitoes, including resistant strains and disease-bearing species, small flying insects, mealybugs, aphids and other turf pests. Combining high killing power with very low mammalian toxicity, these stable, low-odor pesticides are quick-acting and can be stored for extended periods. They’re economical, too. Malathion’s unique “reach-out” capability is just one economy factor. We can tell you about a number of others. Just ask us.